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The cookie settings on this website are set to allow all cookies to give you the best experience. To continue using the site, click Accept Cookies. ←For 12 3 4 5 next→ Visit the help section or contact us Thank you for your feedback Update your outerwear for colder months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's
trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm
your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 2 Update your outerwear for cooler months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus
size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 3 Update your outerwear for cooler
months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also
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leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans
Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 5 Update your outerwear for cooler months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From classic women's trench coat to cool and casual leather jacket the size of a in Curvis you will be spoiled to choose from. Check out our selection of plus size coats in different styles and colours to
maintain your warm and looking fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 6 Update your outerwear for the colder months with our selection of
women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for
evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 7 Update your outerwear for cooler months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make
you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather
Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 8 Update your outerwear for cooler months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look
fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 9 Update your outerwear for cooler months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets.
From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our
choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 10 Update your outerwear for the colder months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Review
our choice of coats plus size in different styles and to feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Page 11 Update your outerwear for
cooler months with our selection of women's winter coats and jackets. From a classic women's trench coat to a cool and casual plus-size leather jacket, curvis will make you spoiled for a choice. Check out our selection of coats plus size in different styles and colours to make you feel warm and look fantastic. Not only for the office, plus the size of a blazers
also cleverly your favorite jeans for evenings out. Do not forget about our choice of shoes to warm your style from head to toe. Coatigans Coats Quilted Coats Leather Jackets Fleeces Parkas Find the perfect topper for all your autumn and winter clothes by shopping for our beautiful selection plus size coats. With that style and elegance, you'll turn your heads
no matter how cold it gets out. We pay close attention to detail to ensure that every piece of outerwear highlights your curves rather than drowns them. Jessica London, wearing flattering coats between the sizes of 10 and 40, makes it possible to find the perfect seizing. You will also discover different designs designed to improve each woman's personal style.
DO YOU HAVE STYLISH LEATHER JACKETS? Get ready for our selection of stylish leather jackets. We have classic, trendy, elegant and crisp plus size leather coats and artificial leather materials to help your outfit pop. We love a collarless leather jacket, a modern and elegant variation that has become popular with customers. It's a completely lined
straight silhouette to simplify your curves. Choose from over five colours in matte and pearly finishes, then head to our shoe store for the perfect pair of coordinating shoes. Our leather rocking coat has a timeless jacket style with added warmth to its 40-inch length. It's versatile and practical, turn the collar up or down and turn it up or let it back in. The
trapezoidal silhouette is universally flattering and pairs effortlessly with everything in your wardrobe. Dial the drama in our over-the-knee Faux Suede Slouch Boots. DO YOU HAVE COATS READY FOR WINTER? Beat those frigid temperatures in our plus-size winter coats. From long-wool maxi coats to cosy faux fur parks, you'll find outerwear that's perfect
for you. Our Puffer with a long ® Ellos is a warm and stylish addition to every woman's wardrobe. Light but ultra-warm, wrap in pluse softness all season long. A funnel collar and attached hood keep the wind out, while the waterproof exterior and elastic storm cuffs keep you dry. Buy our selection of warm winter shoes in the middle, and a wide range of to
complete your head-to-toe look. WHERE CAN I FIND EVERYDAY COATS AND JACKETS? Look no further than our plus-size coat collection to find the perfect outerwear for everyday outings and more. We have everything from casual hoodies in different flattering colors to tried and true denim jackets. Our long zip front hoodie from Ellos® features a 34-
inch mid-length thigh that will make you feel comfortable and cozy throughout the day. This soft and stylish hoodie is perfect for relaxed lounge days and conquering the to-do list throughout the city. Whether you're running errands, working, walking outside or simply reading a book, you'll find so many reasons to wear this comfy piece. For a unique take on
the classics, try our Long Denim Jacket. The length of 36 inches adds so much elegance and style to this comfortable garment. Tailored to accentuate your curves, you'll instantly notice the shaping at the waist. The added coverage means that it pairs perfectly with longer tops such as our beautiful tunics, which gives you many ways to style this jacket. Page
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